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theory. Maxwell and Boltzmann found the exact deduction
of the laws of viscosity, diffusion and conduction of heat in
gases very difficult. Boltzmann succeeded in finding an
equation for the distribution of molecular speeds in a gas
not in a steady state, but he could not solve it in the case
when the molecules were elastic spheres, though he made
most laborious and lengthy attempts*
Maxwell finally evaded the difficulty by inventing a sort
of molecule for which the equation could be solved, and
which was sufficiently like actual molecules to provide a
tenable description of them. He conceived the molecule
as a centre of force. By choosing a suitable law of inter-
action between two centres of force or molecules, all of
the phenomena of elastic collision could be satisfactorily
represented. If the centres repelled each other in inverse
proportion to a fairly high power of their mutual distance,
they would move almost independently at great distances,
but separate under great repulsive forces when close
together. Maxwell noticed that if the force was assumed
to vary inversely as the fifth power of the distance, the
relative velocity of the molecules disappears from the
expression for the viscosity, and the viscosity of the gas can
be deduced with comparative ease without requiring a
general expression for the distribution of molecular speeds
in a gas not in a steady state.
No one could appreciate this achievement better than
Boltzmann, who considered it a perfect work of art, and
compared Maxwell's memoir to a musical drama. He
wrote: "A mathematician will recognize Cauchy, Gauss,
Jacobi, Helmholtz, after reading a few pages, just as
musicians recognize, from the first few bars, Mozart,
Beethoven or Schubert. Perfect elegance of expression
belongs to the French, though it is occasionally combined
with some weakness in the construction of the conclusions;
the greatest dramatic vigour to the English, and above all
to Maxwell. Who does not know his dynamical theory of
gases? At first the Variations of the Velocities are developed
majestically, then from one side enter the Equations of
State, from the other the Equations of Motion in a Central

